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ABSTRACT

N64
The dynamic process of engineer acquisition

and utilization in _ and D projects _s diagrammed

and described. Policies for engineer aequ[si£ion,

training, and transfer are discussed. T!-c bases

for eng_uee_r productivity are defined a_.d orgar:ized

into a structural representatz._n t_._t includes

effect.s of technology, exDerience, manag_enL, and

organizational factors, Some res_,ics of co=p_ter

slmulat£ons of an R and D project model are pre-

sented, indicating the sensitivity oF. project

outcomes to various training times, initial staff

sizes and other factors affecting productivity.
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.ENGI_ER DYNAMICS AND PRODUCTIVITY IN R AND D PRO3ECT$

by

Edward B. Roberts

Of the many productive reso, lrces needed for a research and development

project the most critical element is engineering manpower. The research and --

development process requires the organization of a sufficient nt_aber of persons

with the breadth of technical competences needed to carry out the task. Govern-

ment-sponsored R and D, in particular, often demands a growth in project staff

from the few engineers who undertake exploratory studies to the several hundred

men needed to complete the job. In any area of new technology or of significant

departure from a firm's previous work speclalicies, the firm's ability to expand

its technical organization is inherently limited by its existing capabllities.

Initially, a great deal of time will be needed to recruit, train, and supervise

the new men entering the project. This type of problem the transfer of know-

how fr_ one person co another, the translation of objectives and t_chnical

approaches con¢eived by a few engineers--rr even perhapg, by one man--into g_a_$

and methods mutually understood by a much larger staff, is inherent Jn th_

research and development process.

This paper discusses engineer dynamics and productivity, that is the poli-

cies and activities related to acquiring, training, and then utilizing engineers

in the pursuit of project objectives. The paper is divided into three parts,

discussing first th_ flow of engineering manpower into and out of a research and -_

development project, and second, the factors influencing the productivity of the

engineers during the life of the project. The influences described in these two

sections are incorporated into • general model of research and develo.v_ent pro-

_ Jeers, some results of which are presented i_ part three of this paper.

]
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THE FLOW OP ENGINEERING MANPOWER

The fiow diagram of Figu:_e 1 presents a 8ynamlc closed-clrcuft view of

engineer acquisition and utilizatlon. The blocks indicate the various cate-

gories into which an engineer moves during his Job cycle on a research and m-

development project. Th_ acrowha=d symbols (_:_>) indicate the decisions

chat shift the engineer from one catagory of wozk to another. Some of the

information used in these decisions is pichured by the dotted Iines.

':,/T.&,f_ I _ Co._ei._,._I_-, II
I Iiii

Y /.f

.II. "_ - l Del_ ,nI Er,,a,,,_'e_s

f _e_; o

- ...,J men."CJ rro_e_-

____ ,_o_t,o. flow

FLgure 1. The Flow of Engineering Manpower I

|
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Briefly, starting in the lower right-hand corner of the diagram, the

sylnbols show that as s result of recruiting or reassignment by the company,

new engineers join the project team. They go through a period of formal

training or informal indoctrination, varying in length dependent upon needs,

during which their skills increase gradually toward the level of those of the

average longer-term employee on the project. As organizational growth takes

place, some of the more experienced engineers are reassigned to training and

supervisory roles. Similarly, when their services are no ionger required on

the project, some engineers are transferred to other Jobs, or occasionally

lald off or fired. Some time is required for paperwork before those who are

being transferred actually leave the project.

The flow diagram illustrates the process of acquiring and utilising

engineers during the life of the project. The indicated changes take place

as a result of the project manager's efforts to adjust the actual number of

engineers to the number desired.

Acquisition Policies

What determines the number of engineers that the firm desires to have on

the project? An obvious answer ie that the level is determined by the finan-

cial support available to the firm. But this raises another luestion: Should

the firm wait for support before beginning the recruiting process? If it

recognizes the long lead time needed for hiring, the company may well begin to

hire some engineers in anticipation of future funding. Most new engineers and

scientists are recruited directly from college. Companies must anticipate their

needs far in advance and start recruiting early in the school year, several

_ months prior to graduation time. In many cases firms start recruiting pro-.L

spective engineers vhile they are still sophomores or Juniors, offering plant
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visits or summer Jobs. l_ese activities clearly indicate that the delay in

hiring new engineers may be so lengthy that the firm which awaits funding

before seeking recruits will lose much valuable time. The delay in engineer

acquisition for a new project is greatly shortened when enough engineers

are a_ailab!e for transfer f_om other parts of the company.

It is questionabl_ whether firms do actually hire up to the maximum

level supportable by available funds. Most engineering firms are concerned

with the problem of providing labor stability, especially to their profes-

sional employees. Therefore they are unwilling to hire new eztgtneers unless

they feel fairly certain that they will be able to ut:_lize the men for e reason-

able length of time. Most firms adopt a mid-road policy taking into account

not only the amount of support currently available (or expected to become

available soon) but also the anticipated duration of such support.

Once a firm has decided how many engineers i_ wishes to acquire, it

still has to determine the rate of recruiting. In all likelihood, the firm

cannot even attempt to hire immediately all the people it needs. First of

all, the personnel department in the usual research and develol_nent firm is I

limited in size. This restricts recruiting and interviewing activities.

Experienced engineers often have to be taken off their current jobs in order

to go to colleges or other prime sources of trained manpower for the purpose

of recruiting. Some firms, unwilling to take their employees away from other _

productive duties, may therefore limit their rate of acquiring new engineers.

For these reasons, at any given time a firm is probably actively recruiting

only a fraction of the total additional manpower i_ desires to hav_.

Training Policie__...___s !
Another influence upon the hiring rate is the firm's training policy. _,

Most firms recognize a need for orienting and training new employees, whether _|

they are fresh from college or obtained after much experience with another
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company. In order to train the recruits, nora experienced personnel nust be

diverted from their current activities. Companies vary greatly in their

attitudes toward the value of training prosrams for new employees. Soue severely

_estrict their rate of hiring in order to indoctrinate new personnel gully under

the available number og experienced and particularly competent engineers. Other

companies train more calJually and are not concerned with providing extra coaching

or on-the-Job instruction to their recruits. For example, among twenty-three

selected laboratories surveyed by the _t_._Kement consulting £irm og Booz, Allen,

and ltmailton, "in the best lab circumstance, about a third of the personnel

seldom or never were given on-the-Job inxtruc_£on, and in the poorest, almost

two-thirds did not receive it. In view of the relative youth and £ulsaturity

of lab personnel:, this would appear to be severe neglect of an expected super-

visory function. _ (R_ndle, 1959, p. 134). J_
IP

The basic problem in determining a company*s training pro_ra_ policy is

th_ _*double-edBed sword" nature of the situation. On the one hand, if the firm

does not proviue adequate t_aining to its new people, their long-run ability

will be decreased. On the other hand, a very thorough training program remove8

some o£ the wJst effective people from work directly oriented toward the firmws

product. Dif£erent fi_ try to solve this enlsma in different ways; some bury

their heads in the sand and ignore the existence of the problem. Whatever policy

is finally adopted by the c_peny deter_nes both the future productivity of the

finals engineers and the current availability for project work of the experienced

per soT.wel.

At the completion of chair tricing program, regardltc_ of its bra'_£ty or

length, the new engineers become available cn a ful.-time basis for research and --

development work. These full-time people are the ones usually considered when the

_ firm i8 e8timating the 6nsineerin8 effort required for • Job, At the same time,

they serve as the resource pool from which trainers are drawn to assist recruits

'_ii and manasers are selected to supervise the project.
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While the number of people engaged in t_aining activities depends largely

on an overt policy decision by the firm, the need for managers does not.

Whether desired or not, the employment of a number of people requires super-

visory, administrative, and _nagerial personnel, "The supervisory structure

of engineering organizat"_ns, according to a survey of 395 laboratories,

requires at least "_ pe_ cent of all the engineers in the organization"

(Hirsch, _ _., 19_8, p. 94). Thus, the very hiring and utili_ation of

engineers requires the transferring of other engineers from design and devel-

opment work into activities that contribut_ less directly to task objectives, w

Both types of function are essential to the research and development project.

Transfer Policies

Whatever their policy toward the acquisition of engineers, most companies

face a considerabl_ problem when the services of some fraction of their engi-

neering staff are no longer required. This difficulty most often occurs when

the job is coming to an end and fewer enplr_s_rs are needed. First, because o._

the anticipated harmful effect on _heir la_er _bility to hire, most companies

are reluctant to lay off engineers. Second, research and de_e)opment companies

usually consider their greatest asset to be the productive _bil_ty of their
W

engineering work force which they- often regard as a team t_a_ _o_s required a _._

numbe': of years to build to higi_ effa.ctiveuess. Such compnI_ _, therefore, _,:

hesitate before laying off an ind_vi,lual whose technologic_ _ ._owledge can con- i

tribute to further profitable ventures fo_ th_ fir'_ _. _"_,_,-,_ th,e firm hire end

fire R and D people in the s_ort run, it would soon _ ,.otally unable to obtain

and retain the competences necessary for initiating _n_: completing successful

development projects.

These difficulties often influence the amount of funds that the firm appro=

priates for what amounts to company-sponsored research efforts. These efforts, _"

L
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when instituted under such pressures, are really stop-gap measures to maintain

the employment of the company's engineers. In many situations, however, if the

firm has done a good Job of planning and has made its plans materialize, the

engineers being freed from one project can be transferred to another without

much del_y. Some inefficiencies usually occur In such a travsfer process

because of the time necessary fo_ the firm to recognize that the engineer is

no longer needed on the old project and to arrange for his transfer or, if

necessary, to given L_imreasonable notice of lay-off.

Voluntary leaving by individuals, rather than comp_ny-instltuted lay-offs,

dominates engineer turnover. A detalled stl_dy o_ one laboratory found that

technical staff members are rarely discharged_ but voluntary movements are such

that about half of the laboratory's staff turns over every five years (l_rcson,

1960, p. 83). Even higher rates of turnover were found in a broader samp!e of

R and D organizations, the survey r_sults shoving that the average evgineer _:.

changes Jobs once in every 3.3 years (Hirsch, et el., 1958, p. 86). Financial

considerations are usually important in an engineer's decision to leave an

organization, though other factors, such as prestige, fami1_, desires, dissat-

iafactlon with the Job, and pezsonal aspirations may also be influential.

ENGINEERING PRODUCTIVITY

Progress on project tasks is accomplished by the engineer's mplo) _ as a

' result of the process Just described, and it is to the production of thls pro-

gr_ss that we ste'!l now turn our attention. Any discussion of engineering pro-

ductivity tends to become, highly complex, because the influences at work are

numerous and h£ghly unstructured.

1965016824-010



The Technological Basis of Productivity

In attempting to focus upon these influences, we first observe that the

basis of productivity ia the level of technical knowledge applicable to the

project's problem area. As technolog_ grows over a peFiod of time, the po-

tential effectiveness of the engineering staff also 8rows, We shall not here

attempt to delve deeply into the nature of technological evolution bu_ shall

mention a few important points regarding the utilization of technology.

First, there is a lengthy delay before new contributions to technology

become known wlthin the firm. The J_xtent of the delay depends uvon the effort

the fizm is putting forth in the relevant technological area and upon the firm's

policy of obtaining and trsnsferringtOtgs,osmum knowledge _hat is being devel-

oped outside _he firm. Many different factors influence the d_lay in bringing

! -
outside information into the firm, The most obvious of these is the extent to

which the firm's engineers exchange technical information with their professiona_

colleagues. Perhaps on6 of the less obvious factors ie the numoer of years mem-

bers of th_ _aff have been away from college. The younger people have been

taught new techniques at college and often bring these methods into the firm.

Encouraging continuing education can aid in bringing new know-how into the firm

more quickly, as can effective use of technical libraries, outside consultants,

attendance at technical conferences, and the like,

Even after the staff members become aware of new tschniq_es, there is an

additional delay in actually absorbing the information and,mkin 8 use of it.

The time taken for absorption of outside deve!opuents is quite lengthy. It !

constitutes the major portion of the delay between the diqcovery of new know-

ledge in one place and its actual utilization at some other time and location, l

]9650]6824-0] ]
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The Effect of Experience

_he changing state of the art and the firm's ability to become aware of

and to utilize new knowledge forms the basin for :he _tet_tial proJuctivity

of an engineering firm. Hany other factors, however, affect the actual pro-

ductivi_y achieved by a group of engineers. One of these is the ef/ect of

on-the-Job experience on the abilities of the engineers. Some observers

regard the increased productivity re_ulting from experience as analogous to

the "learning curves" that have been applied to efficiencies in manufacturin_

organizations.

The engineer, _ose Job is much more complex than that of a production
worker, becomes more proficient when he knows tLe company procedures

and policies; hats learned t:he important formal and informal communica-
tion channels; has deter_nedwhere he can obtain assistance in solving

critical problems; is fm_iliar with the technical aspects of the com-
pany's products; and has learned the technical errors which were made
previous]y so that he can avoid the same pitfalls. This learning process

continues _u_ at g diminishing rate as long as the.engineer is asso-
ciated with the company. (Hirsch, et el., 1958, p. 96).

O_ course, some companies have already learned that this dimint6hing rate of

growth need not set in. Through _posia, seminars, attendance at university

"short courses," and graduate and post-gcaduate education, many companies, large

and small, seek to maintain the rate of personal development of their employees.

In addition to these general benefits attributed to lengthy experience

with the company, increlsed productivity tends to result from the development

of specific bits of know-how on _ given project. To a high degree, many of the

problems encountered during the life cycle of a project are similar in content ..

or in the factors contributing to the. Thus, a_ knowledge is built up during

the earlier phases of the project, the firm's engineers are gatheri information

and new techniques that will be applicable to some parts of the later phases.

In the aggregate, than, the productivity of the engineers working on the Job tends

co increase as the Job progr$_ses.

1965016824-012
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Job Category Effects

In addition to the effect of Job experience on engineering pzoductivity,

one should also consider the effects associated with the various worker cate-

gories. There are basicall> four _ategories of engineering employees: engi-

neers being trained; those doing the training and managing; those who are

more or les_ experienced and are working full time on the project's engineering

tasks; and, finally, chose men who are in the process of quitting, being laid

off, transferred, or fired. The work category of the engineer is a good indi-

cator of his relative average pro#_cti$i£y.

As our standard, we can take the experienced engineer who devotes his

full time to prod,_ct-orlented work. On the average he is supposedly able to

manifest in his work the available and utilizable engineering productivity
i

discussed previously.

The average new recruit cannot be expected to be nearly as effective.

This is not due merely to a difference in over-all engineering experience, since

new recruits may very well come from other firms after many years of service.
[

The process of indoctrination and orientation i£self requires several months

before the new employee becomes effective.

In genera], those engineers who are working as trainers or managers also

have their direct Job productivity decreased substantially. Looking first at i
!

the trainer, few can question the necessity or importance of his role in the ]

organization. In the long run his contributions to the project show up in the

enhanced productivity of the engineers whom he helps to develop. In the short

run, however, the trainer's direct contributions to the solution of the design

and development problems of the project are substantially reduced because of the

Jsmaller portion of his time available for this work. The amount of effective

6
engineering (rather than training) work that the trainer is able to do depends

to a large extent on the number of trainees who have been placed under his guidance._

|
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The task-oriented productivity of those @n8ineers who have been made

engineering managers is also usually decreased marked!_. This is not neces-

sary, but it is a common result of the change in Job position. The highly

effective manager of an engineering or8_izwCion _pplles hi, elf to laying

o,e the direction of attack on the problem, clarifies the Job requirements to

save the time and effort of others, provides systenm coordination, and so on.

All of these functions are very much a part of the engineering task in a

research and development project. The capable manager stays close to the

critical job problems through consultation with his engineers and sometimes

through p_rticipation in CLe making of key design decisions. Very few engi-

neerln8 managers have such high effectiveness, however. Most c£ them do not

manage at a!l. Iustea_ tbey administer. They typically spend much time on rating

the performance of their engineers, on pay-raise evaluations, and on other paper-

shuffling activities. Th,_y prepare multiple budgets that serve not for job-plan-

ning but rather for organization-accounting purposes. They entertain customer

visitors, attend higher-level staff meetings, file and collect reports in such

numbers and in such detail that the meaningfulness of the data to the real manage-

ment of the project seems only a remote possibillty. Those who express concern

for the underutilization of engineers might more profitably examine the under-

utilization of engineering managers who waste much time and talent on such admin-

istrative _rlv_.a. To be sure, the functions performed may well be necessary to

the orsani_ation, but they have little direct ralevanc_ to the project cask. Thus,

except for the few who do perform the needed managerial role, engineering managers

find their task-oriented productivity severely curtailed by their a&ninistrative

activities.

i
1
;.
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The third category of workers whose effectiveness is diminished by the

nature of their work situation includes the engineers who ere in the process

of leaving the company or the project, whether for voluntary or involuntary

reasons. The time informally consmned by transfer activities, the loss of

enthusiasm for the Job b=ins completed, and very often the poor attitude

toward the organization or project, all contribute to the decreased technical

efficiency of the engineers working in this status.

One can also recognize another category of engineers who, because o_

sickness, vacations, holidays, or for incidental personal reasons, ere tempo-

rarily not on the Job. Although this category appears basically as randbm

noise in the project systmn, it does have _ strong seasonal component due to

7acations. An earlier study by the author in an engineering department of a

large company showed that this off-the-Job time amounted to an average of

about 12 per cent of the year's total potential workdays.

Managerla]. Influencel

The quality of engineering management is probably the most important

single factor influencing the full and effective utilization of engineering

potential. It is easy to see that problems resulting from the poor organization

of work, the hiring of less competent personnel, the lack of proper use of
{

outside technological resources--and from many other factors--are all attrib--

table to poor managerial ability within a firm that can lead to lower techno-

logical effectiveness than the firm could potentially achieve. Thus:

Good supervision is basic to high R and D effectiveness. In this respect,
research does not differ materially from other company areas. Yet manage-
ment often excuses poor supervision on the basis that R and D work does
not lend itself to direction, that the scientist works better when unre- j
stricted, or that the experience and education of the scientist poorly fit ihim for bandlin_ others. Here is where many companies run into trouble
(Randle, 1959, _. 134).

J
I-
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The quality of management £nfluencss the effectiveness of the engineering

work team in many ways. A good example is afforded by decisions as to the

allocation of engineering effort among the different types of work that have to

be done on • project. From unwise decisions of this class •rises gross waste

of scientific and engineering talent, in part by the use of engineers for jobs

that could be done more effectively by someone else. More important, however,

is the waste that comes from devoting engineering resources to the vssC number

of projects that never result in satisfactory fin•" products. In the same vein,

the engineering manager's allocation of his own time can have • great effect

on the productivity of his group.

Able management effects policies that enable group le•der_ and working

engineers to see their particular tasks in the perspective of •n over-at1

organlzatlon•l objective. This •sslsts everyone in the project to see the

forest •s well •s the trees, thus providing • more !nte111gent bapts for

Indlvidual engineering decisions. The capable _anagement also establlshes a

penalty-reward system which encourages Ini:lati,,e and creativity, not for their

own sakes, but toward defining and accomplishing pcoJect goals. The well-designed

system will also foster the objectivity and organizational integrity that permit

quick recognition and co_nunicatlon of project p_oblems and bottlenecks. Ic

fosters • set of attltudas that alloww the people of the organization to be _he

communication and control system needed for effective project management. It

is then not neccssary to depend solely on the qrtlflclal and ineffective devices

for project evaluation and review whose proponents currently clutter both _he

manage_nent literature and the mailbag.

Such an environment facilltstes the development of good !eader_ and effective
F
t working engineers and scientists. It provides the ,_L_er wlthmotlva_tons that

: derive from pride and involvement in _he work group. Effective perfo_ance

_L'
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results from such motivations, al;dthrough policies that enhance these charac-

t_rlstics management can have an important affect on engineering productivity.

Th___eeImpact o_.fOrganizatlon Size

The size of the engineering work force in itself has an important influence

on the productivity of the engineers in a firm. One autkor has said: "Above a

certain level, the assignment of additional per3on_el to a large project may not

only not reduce total time proportionately, but in fact may increase total time

to accomplishment, and...mp.nyorgar_izatlonstoday engaged in c_mplex engineering

tasks ace operating at a level in which this fact is true .... Thoy could speed up

the accomplishment of their tasks by reduction of engineering personnel" (Kerahner,

1958, p. 35). With organizational growth come gzeater administrative p-oblems. _e

commnlcations problem, in particular, is intensified. In the small organization,

the director of research or the manager of engineering Knows about and exercises

personal influence on the several projects of _he firm. As the size of the en-

gineering team increases, however, the man_ger spends more time on budget and

personnel matters and project control becomes more inq_eraonal, rearonsive to

periodic reports and artificial measures of achiev_nt. Also with increased size

comes decreased flexibility in the organization; in short, inertia sets in.

There is strong reason to believe that the tight organization--that is, one

that has a meager budFet and small ataffo-can accomplish objectives significantly i

out of proportion to i_s size. Notable among the major programs that have been 1

successfully carried out in this way is the development of the Siaewinder misfile. J_

This program, with a tiny engineering stair at NOTS _aval O_dnance Testing
Stctio_7. led to an extremely successful guided missile. The group was
small eaough that the approach could be kept completely coordinated and
all major technical decisions were made by one man, Wllliam McLean.
_fr. McLean was recently awarded a Jpecial Civil Service prize for his
accomplishment in this pzogra_ and richly deserved it. But in addition s
to being a testament to the brilliai_ce of one individual, the program |
serves also ssa striking illustration of the efficiency achievable with !
a small engineering staf£ (Kerahuer, 1958, p. 38).

!
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Another relatively recent example of the aoi]):ty of s tightly organized

team to perform efficiently is the feat of the Von Braun rocket group at

Huntsville, Alabama, while it was still part of the Army Ordnance organization.

After a long development program had failed in its first two att,_mpts to launch

the Vanguard satellite, the Von Braun group was given the go-ahead to make an

attempt. Eighty-four days after receiving this al_thorisatLon they successfully

launched the United States' first satellite, the Pioneer I. To be sure, neither

the satellite nor the rocket was developed in tbls brief period. _ne organi-

zation had many years of experience in related areas, had previously developed

a launch vehicle, and had thought about and done preliminary work on the pro-

blems of earth satellites. But this type of backgroun_ is exactly what is

necessary for an effective project team. The people involved need deep under-

standing of each other, of the technical problems, of the related science and,

more important, of the required art. When this understanding exists, a group

such as Von Braun's, once given an opportunity, is able to ruu with the ball.

Like the Sidewinder, Pioneer I provides a good example of she effectiveness of

small _ork team with top-notch managerial capability and strong motivation

_ for accomplishment.

Structural View of Englneerin_ ProductiveLy

All cf the factors previously discussed--the acquisition and use of technical

knowledge, on-the-job experience, the relative productivity of workers in

various job catcgories, managerial competence, the _t_v_lio_s of employees,

the size of the work force--combine to determine the _f_ectlve_ess of the engineers

, on the project: This effectiveness, together with the amoun_ sf engineering

manpower applied, governs the rate of progress on the _ob. In Figure 2 the
t'

various elements involved in engineering productivity are organized in a flow

:_:_ graph. To be sure, the progress (f research and development projects is affected

m m _ m mu _ s_mml mm
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Figure 2. Influences upon Engineering ProducClvlCy
.!

b_ other influences as well--for example, the pol_cy aspects o£ engineer

acqutsttion trea_.ed in the early portion of _hts paper. But the s£ructur_

t.Ilustrated in the diagram and our general inderstanding of its componen_

present many possibilities for more thorough treatment of R snd D management _"

problems.

I

!
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RESULTS OF THE R AND D PROJECT MODEL

The foregoing general description of the many influences upon engineer

acquisition and productivity can be incorporated Into a genera1 model of

research and development projects. Such a mod_l requlre_ the addit£on of

several sectors including, as examples, those representing company and customer

financial decisions, progress evaluation activities, and procedures for estl-

mating effort and cost requirements. This model has already been developed and

its full details are available elsewhere (Roberts, 1964). The results of

investigation of this model through use of computer simulation t_chnlques pre-

sent some quantitative insights to the qualitative descriptions of th_ engineering

process. By making simple changes in the value of the particular characteristic

under study and then producing new simulated project life cycles, we can readily

identify the effect of each variable separately on the outcome of research and

development projects.

Effects of Training Tim_.__e

One of the first factors mentloned in this paper was the importance o_ the

engineer acquisition and training process. Yet even wnen we look for definitive

quantitative evidence on the duration of this acquisition and training period,

we find wide divergence of opinion. Various studies have suggested that this

period lasts anywhere from alx months to five years. Certainly the different

c

experiences of different organizations working in different technological

! environments can readily explain wide estimate variation. It is more Importe:_t

to discover the differences in R and D proJec_ outcomes which would result from

the various assumptions.

Figure 3 glv,e_ the results on the typical project model of various assumptlo

,_ regarding the required training time. These results are taken from simulation
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studies perfo_ned or, an IBM 7090 computer using the ind_,_;tr_alDynamics approach

(Forrester, 1961). The curves show tha_ the resulting o_ccomcs cf R and D

projects are extremely sensitive to the time needed to develop the new engineers
7

effectively. The date of completion is prolonged increasingly as the n_cessary

training period is lengthened. Total project cost, however, deereare_ se_e_4_at

as the delay in _ompletion permits the firm to take advantage of the _tee_i!y

increasing technological state of thL art. _'e delayed projecL complet!o_

overrides the lower cost in influencing the customer and h_s s xtL_f_.CL_eq ",'i._b

the project declines as traLning time increases. _hese results d_non_trete that

the many months needed to develop new professional talents constitute _ _LtalL

influence upon R and D project behavior. Companies working on lesearcb _4

development activi_les should obviously sLrive to reduce =his _ime perle4

The potential danger of attempting to implement =uch a policy t_ that

?

diminished productivity of the trainees is likely co accompany reduced train_n_

i time. If this occurs, _he results may be disappointing, as indicated _,_T_ble l

For our simulated project, a 21-month training period results in only part_

completion of the job. If the training period could be reduced to eighteen
i

months without lowering its effectiveness, the project would be completed suc_ess-

_i fully. However, should lowered trainee effectiveness accompany this reducclon in

Table i Changed Training Time and Tratnee Effectiveness

'graining Effectiveness Project Project

Time of Cost Completion

(months) Trainees ($ x 106) Status

21 Normal 22.6 only 61_ complete

18 Normal 36.7 i00% at mo_,th 129

18 Lowered 24.2 only 41_ compte_e

9 Normal 40.3 I00% a= _onth II0

9 Lowered 48.5 I00_o at month 113
i
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training time, more _,arm than good could occur, causing greater costs and even

less job progress. The uabulated simulation data indicate that a substantial

decrease in training time must take place for any given change in effectiveness,

before desirable project outcomes result.

Effects of initial Staff Size

One po_sibie way of ensuring needed organization expansion in an R and D

project is fcr the firm to staff initial study groups with more engineers. A

larger nuclsus exploring the problem area, developing a mutual understanding

of the difficulties involved and of the means to accomplish prcject objectives,

will ultimately result in more rapid pzoject expansion. The curves of Figure 4

show that a greater initial staff size can benefit a project to a surprising

degree. Rapid completion is greatly enhanced by an Intially bigger "push" and,

despise higher costs resulting from use of a less-developed technology, customer

satisfaction also rises. The greatest effects take place for the first few

increments in staffing above the nominal effort of one engineer or scientist.

Bringing the initial _taff to two men causes project results in which the custo-

mer's perceived value about equals his total project expenditures, while also

reducing project duration by ten months. Adding one more engineer to the initial

group size makes the project results clearly satisfactory to the cuztomec.

These simulation results demonstrate the "critical mass effect" of an initial

threshold level of engineering effort cou=entration that is needed to "get the

ball rolling" adequately. Beyond this number, further increases in initial

staff size caus_ more benefits, but at a gradually dec_easing rate.

Especially when viewed in a practical light, the outcome of these tests

seems encouraging. For example, staffing a project study group with four men ,_.

initially stead of one produces results nearly comparable (in terms of completion

I
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date, cost, and customer satisfaceion) with cutting the overall training time

to nine months while avoiding an) qed effectiveness. The higher initial

staffing, however, can reasonably be _-_plished, given the initial availa-

bility of more monzy and manpower, whereas the severely reduced training period

is highly unlikely, particularly without a _erlous countelbalanciug decrease

in engineering productivity. Again, fr_ a practical viewpoint, the results

bear upon managemant policy on the number of men to be assigned to preliminary

study contracts, or o_ the number of different projects a li_ited engineerin_

staff should try to keep active.

Other Factors Affecting Productivity

Computer simulation investigations have been performed in many other

areas described in the earlier portions of this paper. One series of results

(Roberts, 1964, chap. _) establishes that bringing the new engineers on a

project up to full competence level amounts to an 82 - 84% adcition to the

_ptimum project cost. Other research results (Roberts, 1964, chap. 10) show

that the long delays in acquiring and absorbing information on new technologies

can doom a p_oject to failure. Still other studies (Roberts, 1964, cha_ 12)

demonstrate that as the project organization grows in size, the decreased effi-

ciency that occurs ca_ses increased cost, delayed completion, and decreased

J

customer satisfaction. !

Research along the lines indicated has been under way for several years

and is continuing. Its potential value is indicated by the Hirsch study, which |.

!

was based on a detailed examination of many R and D organizations with regard

to many of the factors under discussion here. The authors of the study summed J

up their findings in this way: _'

I-
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Our best estimates at this time indicate that improved utilization of

the sc!entific manpower available could result in increased yields by

a factor up to i00 times--with a more probable increase of about I0

times! This would mean that by improving utilization methods alone,

i.e., without increasing the supply, about ten times as much output could
be obtained fro_ our scientific supply (Hirsch, et al., 1958, p. 88).
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